In this paper, we present a novel model for improving the performance of Domain Dictionary-based text categorization. The proposed model is named as Self-Partition Model(SPM). SPM can group the candidate words into the predefined clusters, which are generated according to the structure of Domain Dictionary. Using these learned clusters as features, we proposed a novel text representation. The experimental results show that the proposed text representation-based text categorization system performs better than the Domain Dictionary-based text categorization system. It also performs better than the system based on Bag-of-Words when the number of features is small and the training corpus size is small.
Introduction
The goal of text categorization is to classify documents into a certain number of predefined categories. A variety of techniques for supervised learning algorithms have demonstrated reasonable performance for text categorization [12] [9] . A common, and overwhelming, characteristic of text data is its extremely high dimensionality.
Typically the document vectors are formed using bag-of-words model. It is well known, however, that such count matrices tend to be highly sparse and noisy, especially when the training data is relatively small. So when the text categorization systems are applied, there are two problems to be counted:
• High-dimensional feature space: Documents are usually represented in a high-dimensional sparse feature space, which is far from optimal for classification algorithms.
• Short of training documents: Many applications can't provide so many training documents.
A standard procedure to reduce feature dimensionality is feature selection, such as Document Frequency, χ 2 statistic, Information Gain, Term Strength and Mutual
Information [11] . But feature selection is better at removing detrimental, noisy features.
In this paper, we propose an novel approach which can reduce feature dimensionality remarkably. It is a cluster-based method using a Domain Dictionary. But the dictionary is generated by hands, so its coverage is very limited for text cat-Improving Domain Dictionary-based Text Categorization Using Self-Partition Model 3 egorization. Then we propose a learning model -Self-Partition Model(SPM). The proposed model can group the candidate words into the predefined clusters that are generated from the Domain Dictionary. Using these learned clusters as features, we propose a novel text representation. The experimental results show that the proposed text representation-based text categorization system performs better than Domain Dictionary-based text categorization system. It also performs better than the system based on Bag-of-Words.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the related works.
Section 3 describes the domain dictionary based text categorization. Then a novel learning model (Self Partition Model) is proposed in Section 4 . In Section 5 we present the experimental results. Finally we draw a conclusion.
Related Work
Distributional Clustering has been used to address the problem of sparse data in building statistical language models for natural language processing [5 only a small change in classification performance.
Scott [10] proposed a method for text categorization based on WordNet. They use the lexical and semantic knowledge of Wordnet to move from a bag-of-words representation to a hypernym density based representation.
Domain Dictionary based Text Categorization
Using bag-of-clusters model [1] [2], we propose a text categorization system based on a domain dictionary. In this paper, we use the Domain Knowledge Dictionary that is developed by NLPLab, Northeastern University, China [14] . Here we name Domain Knowledge Dictionary as NEUKD.
NEUKD
There are two definitions in the dictionary. They include:
• to describe the word " (The Sanxia project)" at the first row. Now NEUKD includes 1000 domain feature concepts and about 400,000 domain associated words.
Generating Word Clusters
We group all the domain associated words into word clusters according to Domain word into a word cluster according to the rule: If a dw is described by df i , it will be added into the cluster m i . And according to the rule, we group all domain associated words into the relative clusters M . Final, we have the word clusters M after the above processing.
BOF
Based on the clusters M (defined at Section 3.2), the document vectors are formed using bag-of-clusters model [1] . If the words are included in the same cluster, they will be presented as the single cluster symbol. And if a word is not included in NEUKD, it will be removed. Here we name the proposed text representation method as BOF and the bag-of-words model as BOW.
For example, we have the clusters M = {m 1 , m 2 , m 3 } and two documents 
where f mi is computed by the following equation: 
The Classifier
In this paper, we use naïve Bayes for classifying documents. We only describe naïve
Bayes briefly since full details have been presented in the paper [7] . The basic idea in naïve Bayes approach is to use the joint probabilities of features and categories to estimate the probabilities of categories when a document is given. Given a document d for classification, we compute the probabilities of each category c as follows:
Where P (c j ) is the class prior probabilities,
is the frequency of the feature f t (Notes that the features are the cluster symbols in this paper.) in document d i , F is the vocabulary and |F | is the size of F, f t is the t th feature in the vocabulary, and P (f t |c j ) thus represents the probability that a randomly drawn feature from a randomly drawn document in category c j will be the feature f t . The probability is estimated by the following formulae:
Self-Partition Model (SPM)
However NEUKD is generated by hands, so its coverage is very limited for text categorization. In order to improve domain dictionary-based text categorization, we
propose a novel learning model. Here we name the proposed model as Self-Partition
Model(SPM). It can group the candidate words into the predefined clusters(These clusters are M decribed at Section 3.2).
In this section, we simply introduce the class distribution of words [1] and a similarity measure. Then we describe the detail of Self-Partition Model.
Class Distribution of Words
Firstly, we define the distribution P (C|w t ) as the random variable over classes C, and its distribution given a particular word w t . When we have two words w t and w s , they will be put into the same cluster f . The distribution of the cluster f is defined Now we consider the case that a word w t and a cluster f will be put into a new cluster f new . The distribution of f new is defined
Similarity Measures
Secondly, we turn to the question of how to measure the difference between two probability distributions. Kullback-Leibler divergence is used to do this. The KL divergence between the class distributions induced by w t and w s is written
, and is defined
But KL divergence has some odd properties: It is not symmetric, and it is infinite when p(w s ) is zero. In order to resolve these problems, Baker [1] proposes a measure named "KL divergence to the mean" to measure the similarity of two distributions(Here we name it as S mean ). It is defined We study the reasons of these results. When Eq. (8) is applied in the clustering algorithm, it can't work well if the numbers of words in the clusters are very different at iterations.
For example, we have a cluster f which include only a word(In our learning model, a new candidate word will be put into an empty cluster). We will compute the similarities between f and the other two clusters(f i and f j ) using Eq. (8) . Let f i has many words(ie. 1000 words) and f j has one or two words. We define:
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According to Eq. (6), if a word is added to a cluster, the word will affect tiny to the cluster which includes many words and affect remarkable to the cluster which includes few words. So the distribution of f ∨ f i is very similar to f i because f i has many words and f has only one word. And then D i2 is near zero. α i is near 1 and
is near zero because the number of f i is very large than f . We know:
So when we compute the similarities between f and the other clusters using Eq.
(8), f will be more similar to the cluster which includes more words.
The problems of S mean indicate that we should consider the information of all the clusters when computing the similarity between the two clusters. If we only take into account the two related clusters, the system will can't work well. In order to resolve the problems, we propose a new similarity measure that considers the global information over the clusters [3] . The similarity between a cluster f i and a cluster f j is defined
12 W. Chen et al. Where N (f k ) denotes the number of words in the cluster f k , M is the list of clusters. Eq. (13) can be understood as the balance of all the clusters according to the numbers of words in them.
Self-Partition Model
Self-Partition Model can group the candidate words, which are not included in the NEUKD, into the predefined clusters(See the detail at Section 3.2). Table 2 shows the detail of Self-Partition Model, where SPM use Eq. (13) as similarity measure.
SPM includes three steps: 1) Preprocessing; 2) Initialization; 3) Learning.
Preprocessing
First, the html tags and special characters in the collected documents are removed.
In this paper, We use a Chinese documents Collection in the experiments. So we should use a tool for word segmentation.
We extract the candidate words from the collection: 1) List all words; 2) Remove the words which are in stoplist; 3) Remove the words whose frequencies are less than F min . Then we sort the candidate words by χ 2 statistic.
Initialization
First, we group all words in NEUKD into the Word Clusters as described in Section of these clusters.
Learning
When we have a candidate word, it will be put into the cluster that is the most similar with the word. First, we should measure the similarity between the candidate word and all clusters using Eq. (13). Then we compare the similarities and select the most similar cluster. Final, we put the candidate word into the selected cluster and compute the distribution of the new cluster using Eq. (6). So we can group the candidate words, which are in the list, into the clusters.
BOL
Based on the clusters learned from SPM, we propose a novel text representation.
Here we name it as BOL(Bag of Learned clusters).
After learning of SPM, we have the learned clusters L. L includes the domain associated words, which are listed in NEUKD, and the learned words. In BOL, we don't distinguish these two different types of words. And if the words are included in the same cluster, they will be presented as the single cluster symbol. The transforming from BOW to BOL is the same as from BOW to BOF.
Evaluation
In this section, we provide empirical evidence to prove that SPM can improve the domain dictionary-based text categorization. 
Performance Measures
In this paper, a document is assigned to only one category. We use the conventional recall, precision and F1 to measure the performance of the system. For evaluating performance average across categories, we use the micro-averaging method. F1
measures is defined by the following formula [9] :
Where r represents recall and p represents precision. It balances recall and precision in a way that gives them equal weight.
Experimental Setting
The NEU TC data set contains Chinese web pages collected from web sites. The pages are divided into 37 categories according to "China Library Categorization" [4] a . It consists of 14,459 documents. We do not use tag information of pages. We use the toolkit CipSegSDK [13] for word segmentation. We removed all words that have less than two occurrences(F min = 2).
In experiments, we use 5-fold cross validation where we randomly and uniformly split each category into 5 folds and we take four folds for training and one fold for testing. In the experiments we report on the average performance.
a China Library Categorization includes 38 categories. We use 37 categories of all, except category Z( /Comprehensive Books)
Experimental Results
We compare the proposed BOL-based text categorization system with the other systems. They include BOW-based system and BOF-based system. Here we use BOL to denote "BOL-based text categorization system", BOF to denote "BOF-based text categorization system" and BOW to denote "BOW-based text categorization system".
In the experiments, we use χ 2 statistic as feature selection method. The χ In this experiment, we compare BOL with BOW. Figure 3 shows the comparative Naturally, the more documents for training are used, the better the performance is. The best result of BOL with 50 documents is 67.4%, 9% higher than the best result with 10 documents. And the best result of BOW with 50 documents is 64.2%, 14.5% higher than the best result with 10 documents.
BOL provides better performance than BOW when the size of training dataset is small. With 10 documents, the best result of BOL provides 58.4% F1 with 500
features and BOW provides 49.7% with 5000 features. Even with 50 training documents, BOW provides only 57.5%, 0.9% less than BOL with 10 training documents, when the number of features is 500. And the best result of BOL with 30 documents is 65.0%, 0.8% higher than the best result of BOW with 50 documents. The best result of BOL with 50 documents is 67.3%, 3.1% higher than the best result of BOW with 50 documents.
Discussion
We investigate the reason why BOL performs better than BOF according to the following observations. We collect the number of domain features of NEUKD in collection. Table 3 shows the results, in which "Number of words" is the number 20 W. Chen et al. 
Conclusions
We have addressed here the problem of how to improve domain knowledge dictionary-based text categorization. We propose a novel learning model -Self Partition Model (SPM). SPM can group the candidate words into the predefined clusters that are generated according to the structure of Domain Dictionary. Using Dictionary-based text categorization system. It also performs better than the system based on Bag-of-Words when the number of features is small and the training corpus size is small.
Future work includes collecting the phrases as candidate features for learning algorithm because words forming phrases are a more precise description of content than words as a sequence of keywords [6] . For example, 'horse' and 'race' may be related, but 'horse race' and 'race horse' carry more circumscribed meaning than the words in isolation. We also plan to look at techniques for learning words from unlabelled documents to overcome the need for labelled documents.
